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Title image: A Viking-Age drinking horn of

probable Danish origin now located in the Basilica

of Our Lady, Maastricht, the Netherlands (image

after Roes 1940, Plate II)

One of the famous Gotland Picture 

Stones showing men drinking from horns

“there on the bench was easily seen over the

noblemen the high battle-helmet, the ringed

byrnie, the mighty wooden spear.”

(On the dress of Beowulf‟s men in Beowulf, 

translated by Liuzza 2000, 93)

Much like one would have dressed in fine

clothing and armour befitting of rank and status

in the hall, the gentlemen observed have to wear

a strict dress code of trousers, shirts and shoes

with the club tie. There were never deviations

from this uniform, and all seemed proud to wear

the club‟s colours.
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This poster uses modern British University sports team drinking culture as an analogy to understand patterns of Viking-Age alcohol

consumption. The primary purpose in doing this is to „bring the archaeology to life‟ and engage a wider community through the

medium of humorous modern comparison. Observations are made from the author‟s own experiences working in a student bar and

compared with Viking-Age archaeological and literary evidence to identify similarities between modern and ancient patterns of

alcohol consumption. Particular emphasis is placed on the role of rituals in fostering group identity, encouraging a collective

ideology and enhancing the enjoyment gained from drinking.

“the thanes united, the nation alert, the troop,

having drunk at my table, will do as I bid”.

(On leadership in Beowulf, 

translated by Liuzza 2000, 91)

From my observations the social secretary of the

club (one of the largest and loudest men; an

alpha of chieftain-like status) is in complete

control. He decides everything from what is

drunk (notably snakebite – a mix of lager, cider

and blackcurrant cordial) to what entertainment

(drinking games) is provided. He also commands

the newest members of the club to collect and

pour the drinks for other members. The

similarities with elite hall-owners are clear.

Left: one of the drinking vessels used

by the club members;

Right: A claw beaker from Nygårds,

Gotland

“serve drink and look after the                

tableware and drinking vessels.”

(On Valkyries in Edda translated  

by Faulkes 1987, 31)

The club members drink from special glasses

that only they are allowed to use (see image on

left), sanctioned by the bar management. This

reinforces their collective identity and sense of

involvement; differentiating them from other

patrons. The vessels are wide rimmed so that

one can drink heartily and messily, almost in a

quaffing fashion.

“From this horn it is considered to be well

drunk if it is drained in one draught, but some

people drain it in two draughts. But no one is

such a poor drinker that it is not emptied in

three.”

(Utgarda-Loki challenging Thor in Edda, 

translated by Faulkes 1987, 42)

Games are played which stimulate dialogue and

provide amusement. Punishments are handed

out by the social secretary which can range from

drinking penalties or ordeals such as „Shoe‟

where the drink must be consumed from one‟s

own shoe. A similar role would have been

observed by the hall-owner who would entertain

his guests and enact justice.

Viking-Age feasting and drinking would often take place in the hall; large timber structures that were the central hub of

social and political life (Hedeager 2002, 6-7). In many senses our own concepts of pubs and bars are central places

where people socialise and, after a few too many, talk about politics. Working in a rowdy student bar has provided me

with an opportunity to observe modern British University sports team drinking culture from an outside and sober

perspective. I began comparing the exploits of one sports club to depictions of drunken Vikings in bawdy mead halls as

found in Old Norse literature and epigraphy. The more I thought on the matter the greater the comparison became and a

number of similarities were observed; four of which I have commented on below.
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